Drivers drift out of lanes for various reasons. Lane Departure Warning and Lane Keeping Assist can…
- Alert us
- Guide us back into our lane
- And possibly prevent a crash!

How do they work?
Cameras read lane markings on the road. ‘Depart’ from your lane unintentionally and…
- A warning sounds
- Dash light flashes
- Steering wheel vibrates…alerting you to get back in your lane!

What happens if you ignore the warnings?
Lane Keeping Assist (if your car is equipped) will kick in and gently steer your car back toward the center of the lane.

These features aren’t perfect
They may not work if…
- Lane markers are blocked by snow, leaves, fog or other debris.
- Lane markers are faded, in disrepair or overly complicated

What happens if you want to change lanes?
Activating the turn signal cancels Lane Departure Warning and turning the wheel disables Lane Keeping Assist.

Keep in mind...
Lane Departure Warning and Lane Keeping Assist are designed more for highway driving. Always stay focused and alert.